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My name is Anthony Siringo and I'm the owner of Ant Built. We created this book 
to assist you in getting your business online, which is something we help our 
customers do on a daily basis. We spearhead entire projects from design and 
development to content, and we maintain sites on a month-to month-basis to 
ensure they run quickly and efficiently. Regardless of whether you choose us to 
help you get your business into the virtual world or another designer, it is 
important to us that you reach all of your business goals. From company 
concept and culture to design and follow-up campaigns, my book The 5-Step 
Guide To Getting Your Business Online. will provide you with the plan you need 
for brand success.

Author
Credentials
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Whether you are creating 
a business today or your 
company was established 
in the last millennium, its 
future success is contingent 
on its place within a virtual 
context. It is critical to 
showcase and supplement 
your business offerings on the 
Internet, not only to broaden 
your company's scope to a 
massive audience, but for its 
very survival. 

In the past, many of the world's wealthiest companies decided that their appeal 
should be through brick-and-mortar locations while doing limited business on 
the web, and in the end, they crumbled. Remember Blockbuster Video? Netflix 
outsmarted them by effective use of the Internet. Remember Borders? Amazon's 
virtual store reduced them to ashes. Tower Records? The invent of iTunes and the 
online music market crushed their concrete business model, and all of their doors 
were shuttered by the end of 2006. 

Consider that Sears represented American commerce and its glory since 1883 before 
online retail rose up and crushed the unprepared retail giant, pushing them to 
astronomical losses. Currently, the company has only 695 physical stores left from 
3,500 locations in 2010, and it is hemorrhaging money. In 2016, the department store 
lost $2.2 billion, and has lost $10.4 billion in the last six years. In all, 84 percent of 
Sears' market value has eroded, all because they came late to the Internet game.

The reasons for the fall of these giants are numerous, but the main reason is that 
brick-and-mortar locations have a higher overhead because of storefront upkeep, 
the presentation of merchandise, and massive staffs. That heavy overhead made it 
impossible for them stay competitive. For Sears, their identity could have changed 
because they had substantial resources and credibility to create something on the 
edges of radical to keep up with the pace of the technology world. The same can 
be said about Blockbuster, Borders, and Tower. Their overhead could have been 
reduced by occupying a place on the Internet and they could not only have survived, 
but competed in a substantial way for the next 100 years by becoming a World Wide 
Web force. Instead, they chose the status quo, fell, and failed to rise. The technology 

INTRODUCTION: 
Your business 
needs to be  
a fierce online  
entity 
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age caught up to all of them and many other business giants of the past, and they 
are now relics that were swallowed whole by the times. 

What is the point of this business history lesson? If those giants of capitalism could 
not survive without a strong Internet showing, why would any of today's businesses, 
big or small, think they could? Not only is the Internet the new storefront, but the 
cost to build an online store to peddle your products or sell your service is vastly less 
expensive than conducting a business in a physical office or store, and the returns on 
your investment are massive.

No doubt, you have a brilliant product or service that sells itself, but your business 
needs to change as the technology changes. That change starts with building a home 
on the internet, and then, allowing web experts to guide your website's technology 
to high levels, in order to achieve more, stay relevant, and propel you past your 
competitors. In addition, an Internet search engine needs to find your business, and 
optimally, your website needs to be located at the very top of search engine results. 
Finally, once customers land on your page, you need to have a presentation that 
immediately sells your product, and a way to keep those customers coming back for 
more. This book will provide the details for your business website to do all of those 
things.

There are now 3.89 billion Internet users in the world as of June 20, 2017. That is a 
market that has no rival. Internet users spent $2.1 trillion on the World Wide Web in 
2016. In addition, 95 percent of Americans shop online and those shoppers spend 
an average of five hours each week looking for products and services on the Internet. 

That change starts with 
building a home on the 
internet, and then, allowing 
web experts to guide your 
website’s technology to 
high levels, in order to 
achieve more, stay relevant, 
and propel you past your 
competitors.

“
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Mobile traffic is responsible for 52 percent of Internet usage today, and orders made 
on smart phones average $115.52 while the average order on tablets is $106.98. These 
statistics calls for expertise in the web design field because your online business 
presence needs to look sharp, be user friendly, and have solid and quick tools to 
guide people to your goods and services. 

Social media interaction is just as important to your business's success. It should 
become, if it isn't already, an additional platform for advertising your goods. Currently, 
there are 2.79 billion active social media users on our planet, which is an increase of 
21 percent from 2016. Here is where your future prospects congregate:

»» Facebook has 2 billion active users each month.

»» Instagram has 700 million active users each month.

»» Twitter has 328 million active users each month.

»» LinkedIn has 112.5 million active users each month.

Their active use is your call to action!

Creating a web landing page and a social platform for your business, followed by 
an advertising campaign to get people to those places is crucial, but it is only the 
first process to launching your services and products to a world market. Scaling 
your online business is important as well, and strategy and target marketing is key. 
Also, your website must be managed and monitored so that you can establish your 
target audience and be strategic in your marketing plan. Then, once a customer is 
established, you must follow-up with them in a way that is helpful and non-intrusive 
in order to create a lifelong patron, which is the key to a sustainable business. 

In other words, you cannot nonchalantly drop your website into the virtual market to 
see how it does, and hope for the best. There is more to it, which involves research, 
statistics, and a plan of action. If you already have an online presence, and you are 
puzzled by its lack of results because you have magnificent product or service, surely 
your business model is suffering. Most likely, you need to revamp your strategy and 
your website with the help of an expert, and allow an eCommerce professional to 
guide you in order to get the results that keep you in business. Without question, an 
investment in an online marketing will pay off for the future of your company.
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You might already have 
an established product or 
service. That product might 
be selling, or your service 
might be a necessity in the 
market and the customers are 
flocking. On the other hand, 
you might only have an initial 
idea for a great product or 
service, but have yet to flesh 
out the details. Either way, 
taking the product or service 
online is an opportunity to 

fine-tune your business and create more customers. The trick is to find the market 
first, and reverse engineer. You, the businessperson, need to find a solution to a 
problem. More importantly, that need or solution needs to be within an underserved 
market. 

You might have a passion for something, and that passion is without question, a great 
way to begin a business idea. By doing something you already love, it will hardly feel 
like work. However, pragmatism is important when deciding to make your hobby 
into a business. If a product like yours is already in heavy rotation on the web, or the 
service you want to provide is already offered inexpensively by other companies with 
proven track records, then your business will never get off the ground. 

It is worth considering that your passion or hobby might not be best served as a 
business. If your product or service isn't sustainable because of market saturation, 
it will not only become a lot of work and feel like a job, but it will be a job that bears 
no fruit and burns you out. Therefore, if you are looking to get your produce or 
service into many hands, and you hope for it to become your sole income, you must 
strategize to find a market, or tweak your current business model to fulfill a necessity 
in the market, or your hard work will never reach gainful fruition.  

STEP 1: 
Choose your 
business wisely. 
Find a need and 
fill it.
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Solve a problem.
Netflix founder Reed Hastings chose to rent movies and television shows to people 
from an online portal in 1997. Customers would visit the Netflix website, search 
efficiently through a database of movies and television shows, rent one with a click 
of a mouse, and receive their rental through the mail. The idea solved a problem 
that dismantled Blockbuster Video. No longer did people have to find a brick-and-
mortar store, wander the aisles hoping to find a movie or television show, wait in 
line, rent the video, and return it to Blockbuster in a timely fashion or receive a late 
fee. With Netflix, customers could rent movies from the comfort of their own homes 
and after a hard day's work, there was no need to shop for a rental at a physical store 
because a movie was waiting for them in the mailbox. Additionally, the CVD could be 
returned through the mail without an additional charge and there was never a late 
fee attached no matter how long you kept the video.

Reed Hastings solved a problem, and he is now worth $2.1 billion, while his company 
Netflix has advanced to extravagant success, becoming a pop culture icon and 
everyone's favorite way to "chill" on any given night through a stream of popular 
films and series.

In 1994, Amazon's Jeff Bezos researched the Internet market and found that a 
virtual bookstore didn't exist. He got excited about the idea of having a retail outlet 
that provided every book in the world, something that could never be done in the 
physical realm. A virtual market of book buyers agreed with his genius to create an 
online bookstore, and Bezos's business model, which has always been exclusively 
represented online, ended Borders brick-and-mortar model and other book 
companies that did not keep up with the times. 

In order for your business to 
do that, you need to solve 
a problem when selling 
a product or providing a 
service. 

“
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Bezos solved a problem, and then went on to solve a dozen more through his 
innovative creations because he never been content to meddle in the status quo, 
which would end his run of success. Just recently, Bezos dethroned Bill Gates to 
become the richest man in the world with a net worth of $90 billion. 

Existing conditions, the current state of affair, resolving to rest on laurels, has never 
served any business well; those notions serve a slow fade into irrelevance. Both 
of these technology geniuses and perceptive businesspersons used an Internet 
presence to advance their business pursuits, and any company of any substance and 
weight since the turn of the century has used the Internet to build a home and then 
leveraged it as a resource to defeat the competition. 

In order for your business to do that, you need to solve a problem when selling a 
product or providing a service. You are not looking to fill a "niche", you are looking 
to figure out the group you want to serve, and then figure out how to deliver value to 
that group. In other words, finding a niche is fine, but what you are really looking for 
is the "focus" of your company. The daunting task for you is that you have to be even 
more creative and clever than Bezos and Hastings because everyone has an idea for 
a business these days, and many of them are already in the world. Have faith and do 
market research to find the PERFECT business opportunity for you, and you can do 
that research in the following ways:

»» Search through online forums to find out what types of problems people
are looking to solve.

»» Conduct research on "keywords" to see what things people are looking to
do or find interesting, but for which there isn't a lot of solutions available on
the Internet.

»» If you have an idea for a product or service, visit the websites that would
provide your main competition, and see what they are not doing to serve
their customers, and then find a way to attend to their customers better.

»» Visit sites that review your future business competitors and find out what
they do well and what their customers are complaining about, and solve
those problems with your business model.

You can establish a company based on a product or service that already exists as long 
as you can serve your customers better than the businesses already on the market. 
However, a clear plan of action is important before you begin thinking about your 
web presence, so outline your ideas in an expedient fashion, and get them into the 
market quickly before someone else gets there first.
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Your first inclination 
might be to build a 
website yourself. The 
DIY route is compelling 
because you have total 
control and it obviously 
connects to any budget, 
large or small, but there 
is a huge issue with the 
notion. Do you want the 
initial presence of your 
online business to be a 
slowly loading website 

with sparse content and bugs? No, you certainly do not. Customers come, and 
customers go, QUICKLY. The statistics might floor you.

According to a study by Microsoft Corp., which surveyed 2,000 people and monitored 
the brain activity of 112 others, humans officially have a lower attention span than a 
goldfish. The human attention span, on average, is just EIGHT SECONDS! Goldfish? 
Well, their attention can be held for nine whole seconds. 

That lack of attention span must be why a research study that monitored real online 
user activity from 33 major retailers showed that an increase in website speed from 
eight to two seconds boosts sales conversion rates by 74 percent. A page that takes 
six seconds to load will experience a 50 percent loss in conversion, and a whopping 
79 percent of customers who are dissatisfied with site performance say they are not 
likely to purchase from that same site again. 

These statistics alone should compel you to not go the DIY route or pay your 
neighbor's teen to put together your site. You need an expert with experience, and 
I don't mind touting my expertise at this point because you need me (or someone 
like me). Your business requires a pro to advance your business. It is essential that 
your initial online presence that provides a valuable service or amazing commodity 
is never disrupted by slow loading speeds or a bug in the system. Sadly, you have just 
a few seconds to capture the attention of your prospects, and move them efficiently 
around your site, or you lose in a big way. Those potential customers move off your 
website onto your competitor's, who may be able to hold their initial attention longer 
and capture their loyalty for years.

STEP 2: 
Build an infallible 
website. Expertise 
required. 
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In today's world, building a website is the most significant way to support your 
brand, product or service. Mediocrity is not an option when it comes to your brand 
or business's mission and goals, right?  Therefore, your Internet presence should not 
be average either. 

The homepage. 
Do not get the homepage wrong because there isn't a more important page on 
your website. People appear on your site for a single thing, so it must be very clear 
from your homepage that they landed in the right place to get that "SINGLE THING". 
Remember, the information on your website discusses what your company provides, 
but the website itself is about the user—the consumer—because they are the bottom 
line. You build a website around their needs, not yours, and their user experience 
usually begins with a homepage. 

On your homepage, your site visitors don't want to hear how you or your business 
got started or be distracted by any information that pulls them away from the "single 
thing" that you are providing to them in a commodity or service, and it must be 
presented quickly. Be clear with the idea from the beginning with a bold and concise 
message. Like an interstate highway with billboards lining it to capture the attention 
of a passerby with a quick slogan that connects to a product without confusion, that 
is what your homepage should provide. The Internet is a virtual superhighway, and 
as it has been discussed, you have a few seconds to capture a person's attention and 
hold it long enough to sell your wares.

What does your website do?
When discussing a plan of action with your website designer, you need to answer the 
question, "What do you want your website do?" Yes, you want to sell your product or 
service, but you have to dig deeper to create a successful site. You cannot sell anything 
without credibility, and that needs to be established immediately, and reflected in 
every page on the site. If a page does not sell the legitimacy of your product or the 
company that is selling the product, do not create it. While establishing credibility, 
you can educate or entertain your visitors, but remember the bottom line is to 
establish the integrity of your brand. That is definitely what you want your website to 
do, but you must tell your designer how you want to go about it

Here are some ways to increase your website and company's credibility:
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Contact points. 

If you cannot be reached in some clear way on your website, it sends a bad signal 
to your visitors that you don't want to be bothered or you are not proud of your 
product. In one form or another, you need to provide your name or a manager's 

name, and simple ways that visitors can reach you or your manager for questions 
about your company or your product. A contact form works, but it isn't as 

personable as providing an email address or a phone number. Don't make your 
website's visitors work hard to find your contact information. They will become 

frustrated, and they will leave.

Testimonials. 

Endorsements show that people are happy with your business or your product, 
which gives users the confidence to give your business a shot.

Blog Articles.

Articles that display your expertise in the field are required, and not an option. Also, 
if your website is not updated weekly with new, relevant information, it will get 

lost in the massive collection of similar, stale sites, never to be found by Google. 
Since blog posts are an essential ingredient to your business's success, "Step 4" is 

dedicated to it.
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Who is your target market?  
Do not build a website until you are able to answer the fundamental question, 
"Who are you selling your product to?" Once your website is a functional, running 
machine, statistical analysis will help you to calibrate your strategy for targeting 
consumers of your product or service, but you must have a solid notion before you 
begin constructing your Internet home. Your market goes beyond an "age range" 
and a "gender". Consider what your consumer might be doing when they are not 
surfing your website. Where do they live, what do they do for fun, in what groups do 
they belong, what is their occupation, their income, and their ideology? Is it likely 
that your consumers are single or married? Do they read, watch television, listen to 
the radio? All of these things matter when considering the type of information that 
will be on your site.

Do market research to determine these things if you don't know your customer's 
characteristics already because you are creating an experience on your website that 
is shaped according to your users' needs. There are numerous angles you can use to 
legitimize your site and keep customers returning because it is specifically built for 
their enjoyment.

Other important additions to your website:

Do market research to 
determine these things 
if you don’t know your 
customer’s characteristics 
already because you are 
creating an experience on 
your website that is shaped 
according to your users’ 
needs. There are numerous 
angles you can use to 
legitimize your site and 
keep customers returning 
because it is specifically 
built for their enjoyment.

“
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Secure Purchases. 

Online scams and identity theft can be avoided if you provide your 
 user base with a secure shopping cart.

Sharing. 

Your website, all of your site's pages, and your blog articles needs to be 
easily sharable to every social network available. 

Newsletter. 

Entice visitors with an option to sign up for discounts and news from  
your business. The newsletter must add value, and you must make it clear that 

signing up will get them something in return, and you get their contact information, 
which helps with follow-ups, which is discussed in detail in  

"Step 5".
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Working with a website designer.
Your website designer will walk you through all of the available options to make 
your Internet presence top of the line, if you choose your designer wisely. Your job 
when you talk to a designer is to present your business goals, your focus, and the 
target audience. Bring a marketing plan, but not necessarily a development plan. 
Rest assured, you want the ideas of the web designer if you hire a professional 
because they will give you options that you didn't know were available. They not 
only have the basic knowledge of design, but are also aware of the latest trends in 
web development. Therefore, don't shut down their outlooks by being rigid and 
attempting to control every aspect of the developmental process. Sincerely, it really 
isn't a productive way to do business with anyone, so be cooperative because your 
final product will suffer if you are not flexible. 

It isn't just your website that will have issues if you don't follow the designers lead; 
remember, fundamentally, your website is your brochure, your storefront, your call 
to action, and your cash register, and all of those things fail if your website does.

Choosing a website designer.
By hiring a web designer, you are hiring your first online business manager. It is a big 
deal. Talk to a few designers, do the research, and hire a designer that delivers.

Rest assured, you want the 
ideas of the web designer 
if you hire a professional 
because they will give you 
options that you didn’t 
know were available. 

“
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Culture fit is critical.
Soon after Airbnb founder and CEO Brian Chesky received a $150 million investment 
in 2012 from venture capitalist Peter Thiel, Chesky asked Thiel for his most important 
piece of advice. Thiel instantly responded, do not mess up the culture. The notion 
hit a chord with Chesky, and he immediately sent a letter to all the employees of 
his multi-billion dollar Internet lodging book company, which detailed his desire to 
work relentlessly to keep company culture intact as the company grew, and it is an 
important lesson for any company, big or small.

"So how do we build culture?" Chesky asked rhetorically in the note to his staff. 
"By upholding our core values in everything we do. Culture is a thousand things, a 
thousand times. It’s living the core values when you hire; when you write an email; 
when you are working on a project; when you are walking in the hall. We have the 
power, by living the values, to build the culture. We also have the power, by breaking 
the values, to mess up the culture. Each one of us has this opportunity, this burden. 
Why is culture so important to a business? Here is a simple way to frame it. The 
stronger the culture, the less corporate process a company needs. When the culture 
is strong, you can trust everyone to do the right thing. People can be independent 
and autonomous."

Success for any company relies on a strong culture, so an important aspect of 
choosing the right designer is whether the web professional is a good cultural fit 
with your business. The employees in you business should be motivated to follow a 
unified vision and specific performance goals, and therefore, your designer should 
care about your organizational values as well. Certainly, they must at least understand 
your culture and get behind it during the time they are working for you. 

Start with a small project.
If your intention is to build a large website, it might serve you well to start with a 
smaller project to see if the designer you hired delivers your needs on it before you 
commit wholeheartedly to them working on the bigger project, which is the entirety 
of your website. After they finish the small component that is not critical to your 
overall success, ask these questions of the final result: Was the project delivered on 
time? Was the final product a creative solution to your needs? Did the designer work 
well with you and your team and was the communication between everyone strong?  
If so, hand over the reins to them, and allow them to perform their magic.
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Ask open-ended questions.
While interviewing your potential web designer, ask open-ended questions and not 
trivia-related ones. It is not important that your designer know the founder of Java, 
but it is important that they know things like: how do they manage conflict when 
multiple people are editing the same data set. In addition, your designer's technical 
expertise and aptitude is just as important as their current skill set. In other words, 
your designer should be well aware of the present and future of web development, 
especially if you plan to have an ongoing relationship with them, which you should, 
if they're awesome.

Hiring and firing.
Take your time when hiring someone, but fire them QUICKLY if you have problems 
with communication, deadlines, or overall ineffectiveness from the beginning. 
Hanging on to someone too long is detrimental and disruptive to your business and 
your team, and stressful for you. 

Here are some other items to consider when hiring a designer:

... your designer should 
be well aware of the 
present and future of web 
development, especially 
if you plan to have an 
ongoing relationship with 
them, which you should, if 
they’re awesome.

“
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»» Pay attention to how much the designer is asking about your business. They
should be talking just as much, or more, than you about your company and
its needs. They cannot adequately understand your culture unless they
spend the time to get to know you.

»» Find out whether or not your web designer creates the graphics or your
team puts them together. Presumably, you will want to bring your brand to
the designer's table, which consists of your logos, color schemes, and style
guide.

»» Your bottom line goal is revenue, and getting people to your website is the
basic requirement in doing so; therefore, ask the designer about Internet
marketing and search engine optimization, so that your larger marketing
plan and business goals are met.

»» Determine the designer's planning process and whether or not discussions
and decisions are documented along the way. Also, many good designers
are booked for long periods of time, and you will have to slot your work
according to their calendar. Their busy schedule is not your concern,
though, so make sure that they can meet the deadline you desire, but
also have some flexibility to get the designer that is the perfect fit for your
organization.

»» Fees and an estimated cost should be handled upfront, but keep in mind
that a proper estimate cannot be established until all website content and
features are discussed. Expect to pay $60-$125 an hour, depending on the
designer's expertise level. Ask the designer about deposits and invoicing,
and whether you will receive a monthly bill or billing that is contingent upon
reaching certain milestones. Remember, you are in charge of your budget,
not the designer, so don't ever spend more than you find comfortable. Talk
to your designer about your budget first.

»» Ask about website maintenance and management after the site goes live.
You need to either create a website that you can be easily maintained or
you will need to hire someone that can do it for you after it is has been
complicated.

»» Your contract should state that you own the copyright to the entire website,
and that includes the content, the graphics, and the coding. In addition, the
web designer might register the domain name for you, but ensure that you
are the owner of it.
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Right off the top, let's 
talk about social media. 
Social media dominates 
marketing. Whether you 
are marketing yourself 
by posting pictures of 
your last vacation and 
your points of view 
across a variety of topics 
or you are marketing 
your business and the 
value of your products 
or services, social media 

offers a FREE platform to do those things. Isn't that amazing when you consider 
it? The most visited Websites in the world from Facebook and Twitter to Instagram 
and Pinterest are free marketing avenues for you to engage in a meaningful way 
directly to an audience of eager consumers. The issue, however, is that engaging 
your audience is a science, and it is neither a quick or easy process to figure out. 
Finding a professional to manage your marketing strategy is a good call if you have 
the budget for it because it is time-consuming and calls for a legitimate Internet 
marketing strategist.

Create social media content now.
Construct your social media outlets early and get right to creating an audience and 
communicating with it. Do not wait until your website launches or your business 
platform becomes a permanent reality. You can build excitement by planting your 
presence in the minds of future customers. Become a resource of information while 
offering tidbits about the process of your company. Let your social media followers 
know all the details, and make each new progression in your business an exciting 
event. Get people invested by telling your story as it develops from the pitfalls to the 
successes, so that your followers learn to trust you and your business.

STEP 3: 
Develop a digital 
marketing 
strategy and drive 
traffic to your 
website.
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Share credible content.
Share content from professionals in the field and provide commentary on it. Since 
you are up to speed on your industry and are reading articles on a daily basis that 
pertain to your area of business expertise, share them with your audience. Look for 
credible and objective journalists and bloggers who know the field and don't slant 
their stories. Never post an article or blog that you haven't thoroughly researched for 
fairness and truth because you don't want to post anything on your business pages 
that turns out to be false. An additional advantage to commenting on the stories of 
other people and sharing their work is that they might do the same for you as you 
provide original content yourself.

Adapt your content.
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn are the social platforms that are the most receptive 
to businesses, but every platform should be considered. The most important thing 
is to adapt your content to the network. This does not mean that you compromise 
your culture because that is a dangerous move that will only confuse your staff and 
your audience. However, each platform speaks a certain language and it is important 
to relate in someway to it.

For example, IMB, the stodgy, old school technology company, remains relevant in 
the social stratosphere by using Tumblr. Tumblr is a microblogging social network 
site that is an afterthought to many companies because Facebook and Twitter make 
all of the headlines, but Old humble Big Blue, which originated in 1911 when Orville 
and Wilbur Wright were still trying to figure out airplanes, locked arms with the 
upstart and found massive success. One thing is for certain, IMB will not show up 
late to a technology party, and that is what Tumblr provides them. 

Facebook, Twitter, and 
LinkedIn are the social 
platforms that are the most 
receptive to businesses, 
but every platform should 
be considered. The most 
important thing is to 
adapt your content to the 
network.

“
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While Tumblr can make rock stars out of people in the fashion and culture industry, 
IMB doesn't appear at first glance to be a good fit for the ultra-cool atmosphere, but 
that notion is false. IBM Research features interviews, anecdotes from real folks at 
IBM, fancy product descriptions, predictions regarding innovative technology, and 
an obligatory GIF every once in a while. It is an interesting concept idea for IBM to be 
on any social media outlet because IBM does not have products lining the shelves 
of Best Buy or the virtual compartments of Amazon. However, their innovations 
are a part of our everyday life in one way or another and they want you to know 
about it. Though, they don't just tell you about it, they show you about it by putting 
complicated topics into real world perspective, so that anyone can understand 
them, and in the process, IBM is showing the world their inventive prowess while 
showcasing their company culture and employee pride.

What does this mean? You can do it as well. Find the proper platform and become 
a star on it. You have it in you. The important thing is that you are PART of the 
community, that you really KNOW the community, and you are not blitzing your 
audience with endless promotions. You have to mix up the content and make it 
relative, be subliminal, offer interesting deals, all of which promotes your company 
and builds a bond with your audience.

The marketing funnel.
You need a map, and that map is more like a funnel that takes customers from the 
wide mouth through the conical body and out its narrow stem. A customer partakes 
in a journey when it enters your website and you must hold their hand and guide 
them from a stranger to a paying patron.

Awareness is the first stage. For whatever reason, someone visits your website or 
your home on a social media platform. Initially, the visitor is a stranger to you and 
your business, but your objective is to pull them deeper into the funnel by making a 
compelling case that they need your product or service. 

Since the visitor is presumably just shopping around, it is essential to offer them 
something for free in order to gather information about them, so they move from 
stranger-status to "lead". In business jargon, this is called a "lead magnet" and that 
lead magnet is a "call-to-action" that sends visitors to a landing page with a click, 
prompting them to subscribe to something of value that is offered to them for free. 
The free offering could be a discount on your product, free shipping on a first order, 
a detailed estimate of services, or useful information in the form of a white paper 
or eBook. Ikea, for example, harvests lead information by offering their catalog and 
"Inspirational emails and updates".
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When you get your visitor here, you should not only collect information that can be 
used to contact them, but you will also want them to supply basic information by 
answering a few short questions regarding the reason why they visited your landing 
page and what they need from you. The answers to these questions will help you in 
the next phase of the funnel.

Once the stranger becomes a lead by showing interest in your product, you need 
to make a personal connection with them. Do not rely on generic information that 
is copied-and-pasted from one email to another. Take the time to send a genuine 
message to them with the objective to legitimately fine-tune their specific needs. 

Consider the following when moving them through the funnel to the purchase of 
a product. The bottom-line cost of the commodity determines where 87 percent 
of Americans do business. Shipping cost and delivery speed determines where 80 
percent of American shoppers do business. Availability of discount offers determine 
where 71 percent of Americans do business. 

Also, website shopping carts are abandoned 97 percent of the time on mobile 
devices and 74 percent on desktop computers. Many factors contribute to the high 
abandonment rate, but the conclusion is that most of them leave the cart because 
of the reasons in the paragraph above: they see high shipping fees that they are 
not willing to pay or lengthy deliver times, which prompt them to see what other 
companies might provide. These points should be a topic of discussion with your 
leads. Make them feel that you are on their side, and it helps that it is the truth, and 
work them through pricing, shipping costs, and delivery time.

These statistics show that it is a difficult process to get your stranger from being a 
visitor to becoming a lead conversion. It takes work, do not get discouraged, and hire 
a professional to manage your marketing while you make and deliver an amazing 
product or service. That should be your task. Did you know that for every $92 that 
a company spends on generating traffic and getting prospects, they only spend $1 
on converting them to customers? In other words, spend money, more than the 
average, on conversions or the entire funnel is pointless.

Once the stranger becomes 
a lead by showing interest 
in your product, you 
need to make a personal 
connection with them.

“
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Becoming an expert in 
the nonprofit field will 
get you places. Leverage 
what you have learned in 
your business to create 
compelling site content. 
Once you establish 
yourself as an expert—a 
professional of the 
highest caliber—high-
level recognition will 
follow and your business 
will hit the highest gears. 

You also need a way to get prospects to your website "accidentally" by creating 
content that brings them to your business through mouse clicks. This is done by 
proving expertise in your field through original content in the form of blogs and 
articles. There is nothing more compelling than a user-friendly website, a good 
product, and articles that prove you know the business in which you are dealing. 

You will need to post engaging and motivational first-person articles about your 
experiences in the field in which you operate. Write the blogs so they are optimized 
for search engines. In other words, use keywords within the copy and design the 
article in a way that ensures that when people search for topics that your blog 
articles cover, they find a link to your blog, and then find you and your business on 
"accident". This is called SEO or "Search Engine Optimization".

The perfect blog.
Each singular blog article that you write should be a piece to the bigger puzzle that 
comprises your "blog", or the entity that is the entire collection of all your posts. 
A visitor who "accidentally" finds your website because they were looking for 
information inside of one of your articles, should then be compelled to continue 
reading other blogs, which will eventually prompt them to check out the service or 
commodity that you offer. 

There should be a connection between all of your singular articles that answers a 
question about your website. Nothing should stray from the your central focus, and 
every post should help your website's visitors solve a problem—not create one—and 
make them stay around awhile and peruse your product or service. You are not selling 

STEP 4:  
Become an expert 
in your field  
by providing 
helpful content.
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conflict; you are selling good feelings. Make it light and informative, but without fluff. 
In other words, make every word count and try to put something together that is 
between 1,000 and 2,000 words.

The layout of your words and images on the page does matter. The blog post needs 
to look tidy, clean, and be easy to read. Use a big font that people can see and add 
quality images that are fast loading and not too big. Paragraphs should be two to five 
sentences in length since long blocks of text lose readers on a webpage. Bold text 
and bullet points add life to your page, but don't overuse those elements. Narrow 
the text to a 650-700 pixel column on the screen. These design elements will keep 
the reader focused on your content.

When writing a blog, solve a narrow problem, not a broad, sweeping issue. If you sell 
home décor, don't write a blog about "creating the perfect living room", write a blog 
about "how to choose a perfect couch for you living room", or "how to find appealing 
curtains for your living room", or "how to make wall art for your living room". Stay 
narrow because the reader likes it that way; they want something that they can 
really dig into, something specific and with teeth, and that provides them with solid 
answers to their questions. Also, narrowing the topics will provide you with endless 
subject matter and provide your readers with superior value.

Here are the steps to putting words together to make the perfect blog:

There should be a 
connection between all of 
your singular articles that 
answers a question about 
your website. Nothing 
should stray from the your 
central focus, and every 
post should help your 
website’s visitors solve 
a problem—not create 
one—and make them stay 
around awhile and peruse 
your product or service. 

“
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»» Turn your brain into an idea-generating machine to come up with a topic
that falls squarely into your market. See what other articles already exist
in the topic area because you will need those articles to help you with
research, but more importantly, you will need to write a blog that has more
value than the ones that already exist or it is pointless to write another one.

»» When you create your headline, it should contain an SEO key phrase and
address a problem. Keywords are words, and key phrases are short phrases,
that help search engines locate your article. You should attempt to fine-tune
a key phrase beyond a generic concept to its narrowest conclusions. For
example, the short phrase "paleo diet meal plan" is better than the phrase
"paleo diet" because there are so many articles with "paleo diet" in them
that it would be hard for you article to break into the top pages on a search
engine (but not impossible if constructed perfectly).

»» Your introduction paragraph should reiterate the key words in your headline
in the first sentence. Then, direct your readers to the main points you will
be addressing in the blog, and what the reader will learn upon completion
of the article.

»» Write a post that is somewhere around 1,500 words, which should cover
all key aspects of the topic with proper detail and without any fluff. Key
words should be planted throughout, but they should not be overused or
shoehorned into the copy. The blog needs to read naturally and keyword
planting should not be jarring and distract from the content.

»» Add additional material, including links to both internal and external
content, which adds credibility to your article for both the readers and
search engines. Also, add images with a main photo near the top, and
infographs if you have them.

»» Allowing comments is also important, and interacting with the people
who comment, in a positive way, helps as well. Therefore, you will want to
include a place for visitors to comment, and pose a question at the end of
your article to provide an easy point or prompt in which to comment upon.
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It is imperative for your 
business to have a strong 
follow-up campaign, 
and you can accomplish 
this through the use of  
email. Once a purchase 
has been made, send a 
personalized email to the 
customer thanking them 
for their purchase and 
inform the person how 
to retrieve the product or 
obtain the service. 

Ask them about their experience through a customer satisfaction survey. The idea 
behind the follow-up is to build loyalty by allowing them to share their experience, 
helping them quickly with any issues they might have after the purchase of a product 
or service, and showing genuine goodwill towards them, so they pass on their good 
experience to others and return to buy more products from you.

A strong follow-up campaign, also known as a "drip campaign" and a "back-end" 
campaign will help with additional sales down the line. Research shows that SEVEN 
follow-up interactions are needed on average before a sale or up-sell occurs, so 
don't give up hope.

STEP 5:  
Follow-up with 
customers and 
create brand 
loyalty.
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The follow-up message.
Here are some ideas on what your drip campaign strategy should look like from 
message to message:

»» Say something important and relevant. The topic should only be about the
product or service in which they showed interest. Ask about their experience 
and offer assistance.

»» Send out answers to your most frequently asked questions (FAQ). Included
should be those questions that your customer or prospect might not have
thought about. In other words, you are selling your product by appearing
helpful to their needs.

»» Then, begin sending your weekly blog or monthly newsletter inside of an
email. Tease them with part of the blog or newsletter with a link to your site
to retrieve the remaining information.

Research shows that SEVEN 
follow-up interactions are 
needed on average before 
a sale or up-sell occurs, so 
don’t give up hope.

“
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For assistance with any of the 5-Steps to getting your business online please 
contact us. We'd love to assist you with creating a fantastic online 
presence. Hopefully, we can work together on an Internet solution for your 
business, but it is more important to me that you are clear on the objectives and 
find success regardless of who you choose to assist you in the end. If we can 
help you further your process to success and prosperity in any way, I look forward 
to the opportunity. 

Anthony Siringo, CEO of Ant Built, LLC
antbuilt.com

CONCLUSION:  
It has been a 
pleasure.
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